
HALMSTAD MONDAY, APRIL 10

RACE 1 Volt 2140

1 Fashionista performed well in the qualifier and is surely ready
for a solid performance in her debut. Additionally, she has a
good starting position. 5 Nilla Lane also comes from a strong
qualifier, but starting from post position five in the circular
start is not optimal. However, she is expected to do well if she
can avoid any mistakes. 4 Kid in America also has a difficult
starting position from post position four. She is a daughter to
Raja Mirchi and will be interesting to follow. 8 Unique Wine has
a suitable position for a defensive journey. She shouldn't be
counted out with the right journey.

RANK
A: 1-5

B: 4-8-3-2-11-10-7-9

C: 6

Top 4: 1-5-4-8

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 5
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 1, 5
2: 1, 5
3: 2, 3, 4, 8
Total: 8 x 2 = 16

RACE 2 Volt 2140

5 Jacques is a promising three-year-old whom we know Steen
Juul like a lot. He quickly took the lead in his last race and then
had an easy time of it. 3 Wanderlust Pellini won easily from
behind the leader in the debut. Is certainly improved by that
race and has a good chance again. 1 Kenobi Mearas also won
from the pocket behind the leader in his debut, but with a
slightly smaller margin. 4 Can Paixano has yet to win a race, but
he seems to have speed and it will surely be his time soon.

RANK
A: 5

B: 3-1-4

C: 2

Top 4: 5-3-1-4

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 3, 4
U-Horses: 5
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 1, 3, 4
3: 1, 2, 3, 4
Total: 9 x 2 = 18
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RACE 3 Volt 2140

6 Cassius Brodde sat in the pocket behind the leader in his last
race and then Joakim Lövgren chose to go three-wide with 1150
meters left. He took the lead with 200 meters left and won
easily. He has a good chance again. 2 Global Enjoy gave up in the
lead in his debut, but that was against a horse who had got a
nice defensive trip. He has a tricky starting position, but he
should be an early contender if he avoids a mistake. 11 Stensjös
Farit has been inconsistent so far, but he has enough speed if
he is at his best and should not be counted out despite this
starting position. 5 Life's Good Boko won easily in her only start
so far and is now returning after a break.

RANK
A: 6-2

B: 11-5-9-4-8

C: 7-3-1-10

Top 4: 6-2-11-5

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 6
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 2, 6
2: 2, 6
3: 4, 5, 8, 9, 11
Total: 10 x 2 = 20

RACE 4, GS75-1 Volt 2140

1 Eleonora S.H. has had a promising start to her career with four
wins in five starts. She has won both from the front and from
behind and is a top contender with this nice number. 2 She's
She hasn't raced in a while, so her form is a bit harder to predict.
Nevertheless, she must be seen as a strong challenger. 6 Be My
Baby was scratched due to a throat infection after her last race,
so her form is also a question mark. She will challenge if she is
at her best. 4 Twenty Dollar has been racing well for a while, but
without getting the full reward. She has a tricky starting
position here.

RANK
A: 1

B: 2-6-4-8-11-9

C: 5-10-7-3

Top 4: 1-2-6-4

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 4, 6, 8
U-Horses: 1
Total: 4 x 10 = 40

Trifecta:
1: 1
2: 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11
3: 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11
Total: 30 x 2 = 60
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RACE 5, GS75-2 Auto 2140

1 Father finished decently from second on the outside in his
last race. There is some risk of getting caught outside again, but
if things work out, he has the speed to win. 3 Explosivelove A.F
has faced tougher competition, which could give him an edge
here. He has a nice and should be considered early. 12 Fabror
Melker is a tough horse and can do it tough. Despite the worst
starting position, he should be followed. 5 Icebreaker Sisu is a
quick starter and will probably get an offensive trip. Early
contender regardless the journey.

RANK
A: 1-3

B: 12-5-10-7-2-11-8

C: 9-6-4

Top 4: 1-3-12-5

Quinella:
Horses: 3, 5, 7, 10, 12
U-Horses: 1
Total: 5 x 10 = 50

Trifecta:
1: 1
2: 3, 5, 7, 10, 12
3: 3, 5, 7, 10, 12
Total: 20 x 2 = 40

RACE 6, GS75-3 Auto 2140

5 Coktail Cake is making her third start for a new trainer. She
won from the lead two starts back but gave up from the same
position last time out. Despite being scratched afterwards, she
is the top pick for this race. 9 Alvena Matteus hasn't raced in a
while, so it's possible that she may need a race to get back into
top form. Nevertheless, she should still be considered early. 4
Manifest Boko has been at least third in six starts so far. He
has the best starting position of favorites here and should be
included in your selections. 3 Qillerbee has started decently
and is improving. He should also be taken seriously in this race.

RANK
A: 5-9-4

B: 3-7-11-12-10-1-2-8-6

C:

Top 4: 5-9-4-3

Quinella:
Horses: 3, 4, 7, 9, 11
U-Horses: 5
Total: 5 x 10 = 50

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 3, 4, 7, 9, 11
3: 3, 4, 7, 9, 11
Total: 20 x 2 = 40
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RACE 7, GS75-4 Auto 2140

11 Global Dubhe led from start to finish last time and won
easily. Different position now, but still has a good chance to win.
5 Capriccio d'Amore is fast from the start and if he can get to
the lead without too much effort, he could hold on all the way. 8
Nugget Zon is a talented horse and with two races under his
belt after a break, his form should be greatly improved. Fast out,
but a poor position. 3 Highlove Tech won with a strong final lap
last time, but it should be noted that he did not trot perfectly.
Normally a quick starter.

RANK
A: 11

B: 5-8-3-1-2-9-6-12

C: 13-4-7-10

Top 4: 11-5-8-3

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8
U-Horses: 11
Total: 5 x 10 = 50

Trifecta:
1: 11
2: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8
3: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8
Total: 20 x 2 = 40

RACE 8, GS75-5 Auto 1640

10 Simon Templar was brave from the outside post in a fast
finish last time out. He has been good in every start before that
and has a good chance with the right trip. 2 Roman Tile has not
been a very quick starter so far but can certainly improve that.
Early choice with this good draw. 8 Harald Derm has a winning
streak going, but now he faces a less than ideal post position.
However, he can leave the gate fast and should be considered
early. 12 Hotliner has displayed nice form and even if this
number is very poor, he must be considered early. New driver.

RANK
A: 10-2-8

B: 12-7-11-9-1-6-4

C: 5-3

Top 4: 10-2-8-12

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 8
U-Horses: 10
Total: 2 x 10 = 20

Trifecta:
1: 10
2: 2, 8
3: 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12
Total: 12 x 2 = 24
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RACE 9, GS75-6 Auto 1640

4 Önas Prince needs no introduction. After this race, he is
heading to the Copenhagen Cup in Denmark and then to the
Elitloppet. 1 Laradja Vrijthout is known to be fast out of the gate,
and we can expect a quick start and then give away the lead to
the favorite. 6 Heart of Steel is tough and can do it tough. He will
likely find the position outside of the leader and be in the mix at
the finish line. 3 Harran Boko got a good result last time out. He
can open quickly, but he is primarily seen as a contender for a
place in this race.

RANK
A: 4

B: 1-6-3-5-9-2-8

C: 7-10

Top 4: 4-1-6-3

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 3, 5, 6, 9
U-Horses: 4
Total: 5 x 10 = 50

Trifecta:
1: 4
2: 1, 3, 5, 6, 9
3: 1, 3, 5, 6, 9
Total: 20 x 2 = 40

RACE 10, GS75-7 Auto 2140

3 Global Creation won easily in the lead last time out, a position
we think she can reach again. Strong top pick. 5 Readly's Dream
comes from the same stable as our top pick and is also the one
we believe can be the main challenger. Looked good last time
out. 9 Nanny's Girl has got a tricky number, but with the right
trip, she has the speed for a win. 1 Emma Häggenäs is fast out
of the gate and is almost guaranteed a good trip. Not out of it
and we'll include her in our selections.

RANK
A: 3

B: 5-9-1-8-7-2-6

C: 4-11-10

Top 4: 3-5-9-1

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9
Total: 10 x 10 = 100

Trifecta:
1: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9
2: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9
3: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9
Total: 60 x 2 = 120
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